
Chapter 3 
Exponential & Log Functions 

Lesson 3-3 
Properties of Logarithms 



3-3:  Properties of Logarithms 
I will be able to use properties of 
logarithms to rewrite & evaluate 
logarithmic expressions. 

What are the properties (laws) of 
logarithms? 
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LOGARITMIC INVERSE IDENTITIES 
Since exponentials and logarithms are inverse functions, 
the following identities must be true. 

These identities play a major role in solving exponential 
and logarithmic equations. 

xbx
b =log xb xb =log
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ONE-TO-ONE PROPERTY (SBP) 
If two equivalent logarithms have the same base, then 
they must have equal arguments and vice versa. 

These properties hold true regardless of the base. 

yxiffyx bb == loglog

cbiffxx cb == loglog
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PRODUCT PROPERTY OF LOGARITMS 
The product property of exponents implies the product property of logarithms. 

CAUTION!  The log of a sum is not the sum of the logs. 
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QUOTIENT PROPERTY OF LOGARITMS 
The quotient property of exponents implies the product property of logarithms. 

CAUTION!  The log of a difference is not the difference of 
the logs. NMNM bbb loglog)(log −≠−
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POWER PROPERTY OF LOGARITMS 
The power property of exponents implies the product property of logarithms. 

CAUTION!  The log of a power is not the power of the log. 
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CHANGE OF BASE PROPERTY  
Since most calculators only have base 10 and base e functions, it is often easier 
to change logarithmic functions with other bases to these bases. 
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Rewrite (simplify) each expression using the laws of logarithms. 

4log3log2log)1 ++ 4log5log8log)2 −+

3ln6ln2)3 − 8ln
3
15ln10ln)4 −−



  
Evaluate the logarithm using the change-of-base formula. 

=8log)1 4 =27log)2 9



Evaluate the logarithmic expression without a calculator. 

)))27((log(loglog)1 333

)9)(log7)(log5)(log4(log)2 7543



 



TRUE or FALSE? 
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COMMON ERRORS 
When simplifying or evaluating a logarithmic expression, avoid these common 
mistakes… 

KEY CONCEPT!  Logarithmic expressions can only be 
simplified using the laws of logs. 
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Rewrite (simplify) each expression using the laws of logarithms. 
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Evaluate the logarithmic expressions using the given values. 



3-3:  Properties of Logarithms 
I will be able to use properties of 
logarithms to expand & condense 
logarithmic expressions. 

How do you expand or condense a 
logarithmic expression? 



  
Expand each logarithmic expression. 
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Use the properties of logarithms to expand the logarithmic expression. 



  
Condense each logarithmic expression. 

)1log(2log
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1)1 −+ xx

)1(log3)1(log
3
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Condense each logarithmic expression. 

[ ])3log(2)3(loglog5)3 2 −−−− xxx



 
Use the properties of logarithms to condense the logarithmic expression. 



Determine the zeros of each function.  Then compare each function. 



3-3:  Properties of Logarithms 

I will be able to use properties of 
logarithms to model & solve problems. 

How do you use properties of 
logarithms to model and solve 
problems? 



  
Express y in terms of x. 

5loglog3log)1 += xy xy loglog)2 −=



  
Solve the equation for x. 

1)2(loglog)1 33 =−+ xx 6loglog)8(log)2 22
2

2 +=+ xx



  
Solve the equation for x. 

16)ln()3 2 =x 0)7ln()4 3 =−x



 
Solve the equation for x. 



A pebble is dropped into a calm pond, causing ripples in the form of 
concentric circles.  The table below gives the radius r and the area A 
of the outer ripple in feet.  Find an equation that expresses A as a 
function of r. 
Radius 

(r) 
Area 
(A) 

0.600 1.131 

1.200 4.524 

1.800 10.179 

2.400 18.096 

3.000 28.274 

3.600 40.715 
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The table shows the mean distance x and the period y (time needed 
to orbit the sun) for each of the six planets closest to the sun.  Find 
an equation that relates x and y. 
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Galloping Speeds of Animals.  Four-legged animals run with two different types of motion:  
trotting and galloping.  An animal that is trotting has at least one foot on the ground at all 
times, whereas an animal that is galloping has all four feet off the ground at some point in 
its stride.  The number of strides per minute at which an animal breaks from a trot to a 
gallop depends on the weight of the animal.  Find an equation that relates an animal’s 
weight (in pounds) and its lowest galloping speed (in strides per minute). 

Weight Speed 

25 191.5 

35 182.7 

50 173.8 

75 164.2 

500 125.9 

1000 114.2 
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